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Performance is dependant on Human Factors























































Decline in performance: is an interaction of Human Factors, 






Decline in performance: 














How to automate now? Human Centered! 










































2. Develop automation which is capable
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Descent ALT 4000
Turn left HDG 280
cleared ILS APPR RWY 25L
Turn left HDG 340




• AP off 
• A/THR off




































• Point of Gaze
• Blink Rate




• Heart Rate (HR)










• Localiser glideslope deviations
• Point of touchdown
Subjective Data





















A320 motion flight simulator Pilots
Operational Environment
• N=10 first officers
• major European airline 
• A320 type rated
• Age 
• M = 31
• SD = 3.28
• Experience (total flight hours) 
• M = 4045
• SD = 1569
• Captain 
































If situation awareness decreases…
Localiser / Glideslope 
deviation
(higher compared to 















HPE more severely reduced by combined factors
Pupil Ø
Design Philosophy
SAFETY | FUTURE SKY
Pilots need to have information about:
• The status
• The limitations
• The consequences of the limitations for operation and the 
impact of the limitations on safety
- To be aware about the risks
- To understand the risks
- To understand the options
• The options
• The consequences of the options
• How to implement the options
Development of New HMI
SAFETY | FUTURE SKY
Fuel
• Pilots need a 
better 
understanding 
of the remaining 
flight time 
available
Development of New HMI
SAFETY | FUTURE SKY
Indication of 
reachable 
airports with 30 
min and 0 min 
remaining fuel
Development of New HMI
SAFETY | FUTURE SKY
Weather
• Indication of available airports 
and runways taking into account 
the actual weather situation 
and aircraft performance and 
limitations
Development of New HMI
SAFETY | FUTURE SKY
Technical failure:
• Indication of limitations of the aircraft according to flight phase
















Avionics 2020 simulator Pilots
Operational Environment
• N=20 first officers
• major European airline 
• A320 type rated
• New HMI were integrated 
in Thales Avionics 2020 
Cockpit Simulator
• Same aircraft model as in 
first simulator 
experiments (A320)
• Same scenario as in first 
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https://emojiterra.com/de/gehirn/
https://emojiterra.com/de/pilot-hauttyp-1-2/
https://emojiterra.com/de/pilotin-hauttyp-6/
https://emojiterra.com/de/landung-eines-flugzeugs/
http://www.futuresky-safety.eu
